Abstract. An increasing amount of data is published on the Web according to the Linked Open Data (LOD) principles. End users would like to browse these data in a flexible manner. In this paper we focus on similaritybased browsing and we introduce a novel method for computing the similarity between two entities of a given RDF/S graph. The distinctive characteristics of the proposed metric is that it is generic (it can be used to compare nodes of any kind), it takes into account the neighborhoods of the nodes, and it is configurable (with respect to the accuracy vs computational complexity tradeoff). We demonstrate the behavior of the metric using examples from an application over LOD. Finally, we generalize and elaborate on implementation approaches harmonized with the distributed nature of LOD which can be used for computing the most similar entities using neighborhood-based similarity metrics.
Introduction
The last years a vast amount of structured data has been published as Linked Open Data (LOD). However, in their current form, they cannot be directly exploited by end users, since better linking, browsing, presentation is required (interaction and interfaces is one of the main research challenges of LOD according to [4] ). Our objective is to investigate generic methods for browsing and exploring such data sets. Context and motivation for our work was the design and development of an online movie exploration system based on Semantic Web technologies, whose data are fetched dynamically from the LOD cloud, and offers similarity-based browsing for bypassing the need for query formulation by end users.
In this paper, we motivate the need for similarity-based browsing, we identify related requirements, and we introduce a new similarity function for tackling them. In brief the proposed similarity between two RDF nodes is actually the Jaccard similarity coefficient evaluated over the nodes of the extended (radius bounded) neighborhoods (containing both instance and schema nodes) of the compared nodes. A distinctive characteristic of this metric is that each node that participates to an intersection or union operation of the Jaccard similarity coefficient, is weighted by a value based on its path distance from the compared nodes, 1 , Yannis Kargakis 1 and Yannis Tzitzikas 1, 2 for promoting close matches over distant ones. In a nutshell, the distinctive characteristics of the proposed similarity metric is that: (a) it is type independent (it can compute similarity between any pair of resources), (b) it can be applied within a single KB (thus different from the methods which have been proposed for ontology matching), and (c) it offers to the designer (or end user) the flexibility to choose the appropriate depth depending on his needs (on accuracy or computational complexity). Subsequently, we describe implementation approaches for computing the most similar entities and we analyze implementation approaches which are harmonized with the distributed nature of LOD. In particular we show how a similarity function can be reversed for enabling the computation of similar pages over the LOD without having to access the entire corpus. Such methods can be used not only for the introduced similarity metric, but for neighborhood-based similarity metrics in general. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the motivation and application context of our work. Section 3 discusses related works. Section 4 introduces the least number of symbols and notations required for defining the similarity function. Section 5 introduces the similarity function and Section 6 demonstrates its merits over the running example. Section 7 discusses implementation approaches and shows how a similarity function can be reversed. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper and identifies issues for further research.
Application Context
The context of our work is an application over the Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud. Our objective was to design and develop a system which allows the flexible exploration of movie information, based on information fetched from the LOD cloud. The distinctive characteristics of this system, called MovieSim, are:
-All information is fetched from the LOD cloud. This not only automates information updating, but enables the application to provide always up-to-date information. -It links the available in the LOD structured information, and enriches it with links to external information (plain Web pages).
Specifically from LinkedMDB 3 the data are fetched in RDF format, from its available SPARQL Endpoint, while from Freebase 4 data cloud the data is fetched in JSON format through its provided API. Regarding the linking of the data extracted from each source we did not face any difficulty, since LinkedMDB provides for each of its entities a Unique Identifier, through FreeBase's link, that represents it in Freebase's data cloud.
Since most end users do not have the technical knowledge (or the willingness) to formulate explicit SPARQL queries, MovieSim provides a more user friendly interaction, namely (a) keyword-based retrieval and (b) similarity-based browsing.
To support keyword-based retrieval MovieSim periodically fetches information from LinkedMdb and indexes it with the help of LARQ (Lucene+ARQ) 5 . The availability of an index makes the evaluation of keyword queries very fast. We will not describe this functionality in detail since keyword searching over structured data is not the focus of this paper. Similarity-based browsing aims at allowing users to explore the available information without having to formulate structured queries. Note that similarity-based browsing is mainly offered for browsing image and video databases (e.g. [5] ), but (to the best of our knowledge) has not been applied over RDF data.
Regarding the presentation of information, MovieSim supports various kinds of Web pages, each one having a different role. Keyword search is supported through a search box, while the results of the query are viewed by a different kind of page. The essential category of pages contains page types for showing information about:
-actors, -directors, -editors, -movies, and -writers.
Each page type presents information which is dynamically fetched and linked. In addition, the system provides a general purpose page type to show information about entity types that do not fall in one of the previous categories. Below we present the information that we fetch for each supported type, from each individual source. function that we will describe later on. Since the similar entities can be numerous and of different types, only the entities with the highest similarity should be suggested. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the Web page produced for the movie Da Vinci Code.
Fig. 1. Movie Page
Note that similarity-based browsing is actually an alternative (essentially complementary) approach to the facet-based browsing [26] , which is supported by systems like: BrowseRdf [24] , Humboldt, VisiNav [12] , Longwell [25] , Ontogator [20] , /facet [14] , Camelis2 [11] . Facet-based browsing also bypasses the query formulation effort. However, similarity-based browsing does not require from the user to select the relationship through which two entities are related. Instead, the similarity value actually quantifies several relationships (direct or path based) and offers an aggregated form of relevance.
Similarity-based browsing can actually be offered in the context of a facetbased browsing system. Specifically, a new facet can be defined which shows the most similar entities. Figure 2 sketches the architecture of MovieSim. Its architecture is based on the MVC (Model View Controller) pattern, meaning that all business logic is implemented in Servlets and all communication and data transfer issues are dealt with the use of Java Beans (one for each entity type mentioned earlier). The presentation of data (page types) is specified using JSP pages in order to separate the presentation design from the application logic, making easier the extension and modification of the system. Since we focus on similarity-based browsing, in this section we briefly review the related work that has been done. In general, with the rapid development of the Semantic Web, there has been an increased interest in developing methods for finding similarities between nodes in RDF/S graphs. There are several related works mainly for the problem of ontology matching. Below we list and comment in brief the more related works.
[29] presents a method for computing the similarity between two entities coming from two different OWL DL ontologies. The computation of similarity is based on the extraction of information encoded in each entity's description. The extracted components are then compared, taking into account the predefined meanings of OWL DL and RDF(S) primitives, to produce partial component similarity values, which are then combined using predefined weights under a variable weighting scheme.
[7] also proposes a similarity function for entity matching between different OWL ontologies .
There are also algorithms (again for the problem of ontology matching) which use the edit distance to find the lexical similarity between two entities, such as the MLMA+ algorithm [2] which, amongst other measures, makes use of the Levenshtein (Edit) distance [19] .
Another algorithm (for ontology matching) is presented in [1] for finding similarities between two entities, of some given ontologies based on the combination of structural and lexical information provided by the ontology, which is divided into three stages. In the first stage each entity is lexically analyzed, based on information given from their labels and descriptions. The second stage involves the comparison of the entities based on the structure of the graph, while the third stage combines the results of the two previous stages and produces a final result that represents the similarity between the two entities.
Another related work aiming at identifying cases where the same objects are identified by different URIs in different datasets, in the context of LOD, is [22] . 1 Finally, [27] proposes a metric for entity comparison in hierarchical ontologies (however that work exploits only hierarchical relationships and ignores properties).
Similar in spirit problem is that of blank node matching which aims at defining a mapping between the blank nodes of two KBs (related works include PromptDiff [23] , Ontoview [18] , CWM [3] , RDFSync [30] ).
To synopsize, most of the related works aim at finding similarities between entities of different knowledge bases. Therefore they mainly identify similarities between entities of the same type. Such approaches would not be convenient for our system, since we would have to design several class-specific similarity functions, i.e. similarity functions between movies and actors, directors and actors, writers and movies, and so on. For this reason, we decided to move towards a similarity computation method that is type-independent allowing the comparison of entities of the same or different types. At last we should note that the similarity function that we needed for our system, apart from being type-independent should exploit both the instance and the schema layer (for being able to compute similarities between entities which do not belong to the same classes).
Background (RDF definitions and notations)
An RDF Knowledge Base (KB) is defined as a set of RDF triples, denoted by K, each having the form (subject, predicate, object), for short (s, p, o). A KB K can also be viewed as a directed labeled graph G = (N, E). The nodes of the graph are the URIs, the literals and the blank nodes that appear in the triples of K, while the edges of the graph are labeled arcs that connect the corresponding nodes.
We shall use as running example the KB that is illustrated at Figure 3 . For the sake of completeness, even if the LOD dataset did not have an explicitly defined schema, we have created one (for capturing the general case of RDF/S KBs). Furthermore, we added some extra entities 6 apart from those fetched from LOD. All resources which are instances of a class are vertically aligned with the class. Below we introduce some notations which are necessary for defining the similarity metric.
We shall use P r to refer to the properties that occur in K. For a given resource u we shall use ResF rom(u) (resp. ResT o(u)) to denote the resources which are pointed to by (resp. point to) resource u, i.e.
ResF rom(u)
In our running example we have:
ResF rom( SherlockHolmes) = {England, GuyRitchie, JudeLaw, M ystery, SherlockHolmesBook}.
We define the classes and the superclasses of a resource u as:
Specifically DaVinciCode Book, Illuminati Book, Sherlock Holmes Book, Dan Brown, and Conan Doyele. For example in Figure 3 we have:
Obviously if an element x is a class then, Classes(x) = ∅, while if x is an instance of a class then superClasses(x) = ∅. Some notations for edges follow. We define the set of classification and inheritance links of a resource u and a class c as:
The inbound and outbound property links of a resource u are defined as: Now we extend the above definitions to take as parameter a set (S) of resources, so we have:
ResT o(S) = ∪u∈SResT o(u) P ropsF romLinks(S) = ∪u∈SP ropsF romLinks(u) P ropsT oLinks(S) = ∪u∈SP ropsT oLinks(u) Classes(S) = ∪u∈SClasses(u)
SuperClasses(S) = ∪u∈SSuperClasses(u)
ClassLinks(S) = ∪u∈SClassLinks(u)
SupLinks(S) = ∪u∈SSupLinks(u)
A path over G, is any sequence of edges of the form:
, where all predicates (P, P ′ , ..P ′′ ) are either properties in P r or the predicate type or the predicate subClassOf.
We define the distance between two nodes A and B over G, denoted by dist G (A, B), as the length of the shortest path from A to B. If no path exists then the distance is assumed to be infinite.
Similarity Function
In this section, we will introduce and analyze, step by step, the proposed similarity metric, over the running example of Fig. 3 . Suppose we want to compute the similarity between two nodes A and B of the RDF graph G. At first we define the subgraphs of A and B of radius k, denoted by:
They consist of all nodes and edges that are visited if we start from A and B respectively, and traverse all links (properties, type, subclassOf) for depth up to k where the value of k is configured externally (and it will be discussed later on).
These graphs can be computed in an iterative manner. For instance, for defining
as follows:
Each step of the iteration enriches the current set of nodes N i−1 (A) with the nodes:
-which are classes of a node in N i−1 (A) (since classes carry important information), -the values of the properties that start from the nodes in N i−1 (A) (they are actually attribute values), -the superclasses of the nodes in N i−1 (A) (for climbing up the subClassOf hierarchy)
The iterative expansion allows collecting values of complex attributes, as well as higher level superclasses (in this way we can detect similarities even between very "distant" entities which belong to different class hierarchies).
We should stress at this point, that one could adopt a different policy regarding how a subgraph expands. For instance, one could also expand the graph using properties which point to the current set of nodes (in that case ResT o(N i−1 (A)) would be added to N i (A) and P ropsT oLinks(N i−1 (A)) to E i (A) ). The decision is application or ontology specific. [16, 17] have also made the observation that it is often not enough to use a single similarity measure to achieve good results, therefore a combination of features needs to be engineered or even learned. In our case we decided to take only the forward property direction since in most cases a property is more important for its origin than for its destination.
To better illustrate the construction of the subgraph, consider the graph G of Figure 3 and suppose that A = DaVinci Code and B = Illuminati. The subgraphs g A(3) and g B(3) are shown at Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively (the latter depicts all subgraphs for k = 0 to k = 3). Table 1 shows the distances dist gA (A, u) and dist gB (B, u) for various u nodes. The nodes for which both dist gA (A, u) and dist gB (B, u) are defined (i.e. both are different than ∞), actually belong to the intersection of the nodes of the two subgraphs, while the rest are nodes that belong only to one of the subgraphs.
After having constructed the graphs g A and g B , one could compute the similarity between A and B by applying the Jaccard similarity coefficient [15] over their node sets, i.e. between N (A) and N (B), as follows:
In our example the intersection between N 3 (A) and N 3 (B) is illustrated (vertically aligned) at the center of Figure 6 where for reasons of space we do not show the schema level intersections.
Note that by considering the nodes at depth greater than 1, we can identify similarities between resources of different types. If resources of different types are compared (e.g. a film with an actor), they will rarely have the same properties in small depth (e.g. for k = 1) and therefore we will not get many (or any) intersecting nodes.
Obviously the similarity value obtained depends on the value of k. For example, for k = 1 we get: = 0.61 However a shortcoming of this approach, is that a common node spotted at depth 1, is equally weighted as a common node of a larger distance. For this reason below we introduce a different similarity function which takes into account the values dist gA (A, u) and dist gB (B, u). We should clarify that this extension does not increase the computational cost of the similarity function since these distances are computed anyway during the construction of the subgraphs g A(k) and g B(k) .
To understand the extension we shall first express function (1) in a different, but equivalent, manner:
This form makes evident that each element in the intersection or union contributes the value of one. Now we will introduce the new formula in which each element in the intersection or union does not contribute the value of one, but a value based on its average distance from nodes A and B.
Since the closest node is at distance 1 while the most distant is at distance k (or infinite) we shall use the expression k + 1 − dist for giving to the closest nodes a contribution equal to k and to the more distant nodes a contribution equal to 1. If a distance equals ∞ we consider it as k + 1. In this way the expression k + 1 − dist yields a zero 7 . The proposed similarity function is defined as:
where k ′ = k + 1. If we apply (3) to our running example we now get: In brief, the proposed similarity between two nodes A and B is actually the Jaccard similarity coefficient evaluated over the nodes of the extended neighborhoods of the compared nodes. Each node of the neighborhoods is weighted so that the nodes closer to the compared nodes get a greater weight than the distant ones.
Properties of the Similarity Function
For any resource u, and for any positive integer k it holds: sim k (u, u) = 1.
It is also clear that the metric is symmetric i.e.
Although in the examples that we have seen earlier it happens to hold: if
, in the general case this does not hold. The reason is that for a high k we may have several non intersecting sets of nodes which increase the denominator of the similarity function. Table 2 . Similarity for different values of k Let us now use some examples to justify the benefits of k values higher than 1, and to better understand the behavior of the similarity function. Table 3 shows the computed similarities between the nodes A, B, C and D, for k = 1 . . . 3, for the example shown at Figure 7 (I). We observe that for k = 1, B is the most similar to A since they are under the same class, while the similarity of A with C and D is zero. However for k = 2 the similarity of A with C and D is not zero, and C is more similar than D.
To demonstrate the potential of the similarity function to exploit commonalities in property paths, Table 4 shows the computed similarities between the nodes A, B, C and D, for k = 1 . . . 3, for the example shown at Figure 7 (II). We observe that for k = 2 A is more similar to C than to D because even though they do not have any direct value in common, v1 and v2 are under the same class C1, and v4 is a common value at depth 2. Notice that the similarity between A and D is not zero for k = 2, due to the value v4. 1 , Yannis Kargakis 1 and Yannis Tzitzikas Table 3 . Similarity for different values of k over Fig. 7 (I) Table 4 . Similarity for different values of k over Fig. 7 (II)
It is also worth noting that the most similar entity can change as k changes. For instance, in the example of Figure 7 (III), as we can see from Table 5 , for k = 1 the most similar to A is the entity C, while for k = 2 (and higher) the most similar to A is the entity B. Table 5 . Similarity for different values of k over Figure 7 (III)
Computational Complexity
Let d be the average number of edges which are adjacent to a node. For a node A, the number of nodes in the graph g A(k) is at most in O(d k ). This is therefore the cost of sim k (·, ·).
On Selecting a value for k
One issue that plays an important role in the computation of similarity is the choice of the appropriate k. The choice can be made by the application designer (or even by the end user at run-time). By choosing a greater k more complexity is added to the computation of the similarity and this is the cost to pay for more accurate results in the sense that a wider part of the graph is taken into account. By choosing a lower k the computational cost gets decreased, but the results may not be as accurate as the user would like.
One method for selecting a k is to measure graph features of the RDF/S graph, e.g. the diameter of the graph.
Variations of the Similarity Function
As one may have noticed, the similarity function ignores the names of the properties.
The benefit of this choice is that the function can yield positive similarities also between objects that use different properties. For example consider the triples (a, hasFriend, e) and (b, worksFor, e). The similarity function will return a positive value for sim 1 (a, b) although these entities have different properties. It would be zero if the property names were taken into account. However, the shortcoming is inability to promote matches also at the properties. For example, if we had another triple (c, hasFriend, e) then we would have sim 1 (a, c) = sim 1 (a, b), although we would prefer sim 1 (a, c) > sim 1 (a, b) .
If we wanted to take into account the property names then we could prefix the nodes of the subgraphs which are reached from properties by the corresponding property name. In particular, instead of
, where "p : o" is treated as one string. Clearly, with such a change, the new similarity function, denoted by sim ′ , would yield sim
One approach to reconcile the two approaches is to change the graph expansion step so that both ResF rom(u) and ResF rom ′ (u) are used for the definition of the nodes of the subgraphs. Specifically N i (A) can now be defined as:
In this way we will get sim
Experimental Results
We created a bigger KB for testing the similarity function, i.e. for judging whether it returns intuitive results and for investigating how the value of k affects the results.
[Setup of the KB ] Our measurements were based on a KB that we created by extracting data from LinkedMDB, through Virtuoso's SPARQL Endpoint, with explicit queries. More specifically, we selected and downloaded 10 entities, that were quite relevant to each other. For each one of them we expanded their subgraphs for depth 3, and with the fetched information we created a KB on which our measurements were conducted. The entities that were chosen and their types are shown in Table 6 . The resulting KB contained: 16 classes, 70 properties, 3326 resources, 4301 property instances, and 4877 triples in sum.
[Top-3 Results] We computed the similarity between every pair of these 10 entities for all k = 1, 2, 3. Table 8 shows the top-3 most similar entities for each entity. 1 We also observed that for k = 1 for some entities we could not get any similar entity. Therefore higher values of k are beneficial.
[Comparison with sim ′′ ] At Section 6.4 we described a variation of the similarity function, denoted by sim ′′ . Table 9 shows again the top-3 most similar entities (as in Table 8 ) when using sim ′′ . We observe that the results are quite similar to those of Table 8 , in most times only the relative ordering of the three more similar entities differs.
[Times] The average time to compute sim k () between two randomly selected resources, for k = 2 equals 3 milliseconds, while for k = 3 equals 32 milliseconds. All experiments were carried out in a computer with processor Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo @2.40GHz, 2 GB Ram, running Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate.
Implementation Approaches
Here we discuss implementation issues. 1 
[The Straightforward approach]
One could attempt to compute the similar entities at run-time during the construction of the page at hand. However, that would not be efficient in the sense that a lot of information would have to be fetched and processed. In particular, to compute the similar entities for an entity A we should compute the values sim k (A, x) for all possible resources x. The cost could be reduced by limiting the set of values that x may take. Specifically, we can first specify the classes of the possible similar entries, in our case the classes of actors, directors, editors, movies, writers (as we described at Section 2), and then download all information available only for these resources. In any case that would be unacceptably slow and inefficient for large KBs.
[The Single Repository (and Preprocessing) approach] An alternative approach is to download and process the entire KB (e.g. as we did in the previous section). Since for each entity we need to show only the L (e.g. L=5) most similar entities, we can compute offline the L most similar entities for each entity of the classes of interest, and then store these L resources (e.g. in main memory) for immediate use at run time. Recall that current WSE (Web Search Engines) also compute off-line and store for each page the 20 most similar pages. This preprocessing can be done offline, before the deployment of the application, and it can be periodically redone as new information becomes available at LOD.
[A Similarity-Reversal approach] An alternative and more challenging implementation approach is sketched below. One could attempt to "reverse" the similarity function, i.e. try traversing the graph around A and collect those entities which have high chances to be in the top-L most similar entities, and compute the similarities only for them. Such an approach does not require any preprocesssing and could be feasible at run time. Its feasibility also depends on how exactly the similarity function is defined. Below we will elaborate on such an approach. The presented approach can be applied to our similarity metric, as well as to other similarity metrics whose computation requires analyzing the subgraphs of the compared entities. The ultimate objective is to devise efficient top-k algorithms (in the spirit of [8, 9] ), appropriate for graphbased similarity measures. Nevertheless, such a method cannot be faster than the preprocessing method. On the other hand, the benefit of adopting such a method is that it does not require having access (or ability to store) the entire KB. We should note that [13] also proposes to query the Web of Linked Data by traversing RDF links during run-time since due to the openness of the LOD space it may not be possible to know in advance all data sources that might be relevant for query answering. We should stress at this point that our problem is more difficult since we do not want to evaluate a single SPARQL query but to find the most similar entities and this in general requires the evaluation of several queries.
On Reversing the Similarity Function
Consider an entity A and suppose that we want to compute the more similar entities to A. This requires computing the subgraphs of A as well as the subgraphs of the other entities of the KB. Below we will study this problem by considering one kind of graph expansion at a time.
• ResF rom(·)-graph expansion. Suppose the graph expansion is defined only by ResF rom(·). It is not hard to see that for each x ∈ ResT o(ResF rom(A)) it holds:
This means that the nominator of the similarity function is certainly greater than zero only for these entities.
• Classes(·)-graph expansion. For this expansion method, it is not hard to see that for each x ∈ X cl (A) = Instances(Classes(A))) it holds Classes(A) ∩ Classes(x) = ∅.
• SupClasses(·)-graph expansion. Analogously, for each x ∈ X sp (A) = SubClasses(SuperClasses(A))) it holds SuperClasses(A) ∩ SuperClasses(x) = ∅.
It follows from the above that all elements of X ∪ (A) = X rf (A) ∪ X cl (A) ∪ X sp (A), and only these elements, have certainly non zero similarity.
Let now discuss the case where k > 1. In general a value of k greater than one specifies a set of expansion paths. We can follow these expansion paths to get the nodes of subgraph for A, and then "reverse" the expansion paths and apply them to the ending nodes of the graph of A. This should be done with care, since although a path can have length 3 (i.e. k = 3), an ending node of the subgraph could be the result of an expansion of shorter length (e.g. of one), implying that reversed paths should be shorter too.
The application of these reversed paths, can give us the candidate entities. This is actually what we have described above for the case where k = 1. Below we describe in detail this process for any value of k.
Consider the set of strings Directions = { ResFrom, ResTo, Classes, Instances, SubClasses, SuperClasses}. A graph expansion step over RDF/S can be specified by a subset of this set. For instance, the graph expansion used by the proposed similarity metric is specified by the set {ResFrom, Classes, SubClasses}. We can define the "reverse" of a direction as:
For a subset S ⊆ Directions, we define Rev(S) = ∪ s∈S Rev(s). The Algorithm getCandidateSimilar (shown at Fig. 10 ) takes as input a node A, the value k, and a policy being a subset of Directions. It returns those objects which have high chances to be very similar to A (actually those whose similarity with A is certainly positive) assuming sim k over subgraphs defined using the directions in policy. 1 
R = R ∪ traverse(Rev(policy)), n, d) (6) End for (7) return R; Fig. 10 . Alg. for getting the resources which have "similar" subgraphs to A using sim k At line (2) the algorithm computes the subgraph of A according to the directions set in policy. The distance at line (4) has been computed during line (2) . The invocation traverse(dirs, n, d) starts from n and follows the links that correspond to the argument dirs, for up to distance d, and returns the encountered nodes. To make it more clear the set of nodes N k (A) (at line 2) can be computed by N k (A) = traverse(policy, A, k). Regarding the correctness of the algorithm, as explained earlier, only the elements in the returned R can have non zero similarity to A. After having run the algorithm, the next step is to compute sim k (A, r) for each r ∈ R and return the more similar elements. Specifically, for each r ∈ R we should get all information returned by traverse(policy, r, k). With these information we can compute sim k (A, r). This can be done either by code or with queries. For instance, sim 1 (A, B) , assuming that the subgraphs of A and B are defined only by Classes(·), can be computed with a query of the form 8 : The above query can be extended to capture also the rest graph expansion steps. However the case where k > 1 requires the formulation of much more complex queries. It is easier to do the required computation with a programming language than with a query language.
We have just seen how we can collect only those elements with positive similarity to A, by first getting the subgraph of A, and then reversing the expansion paths that defined the subgraph of A.
[Top-L Algorithm] The above algorithm can be extended to become a top-L algorithm, in case we are interested in finding only the L more similar entities. Let's start from the case where k = 1 and suppose that the cardinality of the set X ∪ (A) is high. Since we are interested in finding the L most similar to A entities, we can adopt a different, more efficient, evaluation approach, specifically we can avoid collecting all elements that will be fetched at line (5) of the algorithm getCandidateSimilar. The idea is to collect at first those elements in X(A) ∩ = X p (A) ∩ X cl (A) ∩ X sp (A). Clearly, the elements in X(A) ∩ will have a positive summand for each part of the similarity function, and thus have high probability to contain the L most similar entities. If they are more than the desired number of objects L, i.e. if |X ∩ (A)| ≥ L, then we can rank them and present the L most similar entities. The benefit of this method, in comparison to collecting the elements of the entire X ∪ (A) (i.e. line (5)), is that the elements of X ∩ (A) apart from being less, they can be fetched efficiently, specifically with one query.
For instance, the set X rf (A) can be computed by the following SPARQL query: If however the fetched elements are less than L, i.e. if |X ∩ (A)| < L, then we have to fetch more elements. We can start collecting those elements that belong in intersections of two of the above sets, i.e. the elements in Essentially the main idea is the following. If the subgraph is defined by a set of directions dirs, then instead of reversing each one direction in isolation and getting the union, try reversing all directions at once. Then all directions except one, and so on. In other words, it is like starting from the top node of the Hasse diagram of the powerset of dirs (P(dirs), ⊆) and then descend level wise. E.g.: Fig. 11 . Measurements over the local KB Measurements for other entities are shown at Table 12 . We observe some big reductions in the answer set (from millions to tens of thousands). However, even for the intersection query the returned answer is quite big; 32 thousands hits although much less than millions, are probably many for fast real-time interaction. One approach to tackle this problem is to try formulating even more restrictive queries which capture the desired characteristic of similarity function in a more accurate way. The extra condition(s) can be added to the query as extra graph pattern, or the query can be enriched with an appropriate order by clause. In the latter case the application can consume only the top hits of the ranked hits of the computed answer.
The general approach would be to enrich the query with aggregated counts or similarity functions aiming at reaching a query that directly returns ranked the top-L similar entities. However this is not always possible (depends on how the similarity metric is defined), and in some times this approach is expected to be less efficient than getting through queries the information that is needed and then rank the entities using programming language code. Of course the availability of LOD SPARQL endpoints which support extended versions of SPARQL would be useful. For instance, [17] investigates methods to integrate customized similarity functions into SPARQL. Among the proposed techniques, it seems that the, so called virtual triple approach, would be beneficial (shorter queries which are easier to write, optimization potential). However, the scenarios described are more simple in the sense that only on the direct neighborhood of the compared entities is taken into account, and similarity thresholds should be adopted (instead of a parameter L). This direction should be further researched. In general, there is a need for semantic query optimization techniques for similarity queries.
Another important point, which is independent of the query language, is that the refinement of the information that is available in the LOD cloud, i.e. the classification of the available resources to more refined classes, is expected to improve not only the quality of the computed similarities, but will make the computation of the similar entities more efficient. Specifically, if entity A were not classified only as film, but to more refined classes (e.g. Thriller, Anti-war Film etc), then |X cl (A)| would be smaller.
Above we have sketched a top-L version of the algorithm and identified evaluation approaches and difficulties, for the case k = 1. If k is greater than one, then one approach is to start from a k ′ = 1 and apply the above algorithm. If the fetched elements are less than L then move to k ′ = 2, and so on, until having fetched L elements or reached the original value of k (i.e. until k ′ = k). However, as we saw in the example of Figure 7 (III), such an approach does not guarantee that the top-L similar entities with respect to sim 1 are the same with the top-L similar with respect to sim k (nevertheless this approach could be used as an approximation).
Probably, the best feasible solution, for the time being, is to define, store and periodically update, materialized views accessible through LOD endpoints, which for each entity contain the set of most similar entities.
Conclusion
In this paper, we motivated the need for similarity-based browsing over entities which are semantically defined. This kind of browsing can be applied for various kinds of entities e.g. for movies, paintings, photographs, videos, restaurants, or even social entities (groups or individual persons). We introduced a similarity metric which is type-independent, meaning that it can find similarities between entities of different type (for example similarities between an actor and a movie), which is very convenient for similarity-based browsing. The way the similarity metric functions is somehow similar with the spreading activation retrieval method proposed for semantic networks [6] . The metric can also be configured (the radius k as well as the graph expansion policy) according to the characteristics of the corpus at hand (and the "affordable" computational complexity). We demonstrated the behavior and the benefits of this metric over a LOD-based application offering similaritybased browsing for movie information. We believe that this metric can also be useful in semantic search [10] . We do not argue that the graph expansion method adopted by the similarity function is the best for all occasions. Instead we have the impression that in many cases the selection of the graph expansion method should be application specific.
Finally, we discussed implementation approaches and we elaborated on a method which is "harmonized" with the distributed and open nature of LOD. The described method can be used for computing the L most similar entities according to similarity metrics which are neighborhood-based. Specifically we showed how a neighborhood-based similarity metric can be reversed to get a query which can collect only those entities whose similarity is certainly greater than 0. Furthermore we sketched possible top-L extensions of the algorithm.
Below we discuss some directions which according to our opinion are worth further research. Regarding similarity functions there is a need for test collections appropriate for comparative evaluation. Regarding algorithms, it is worth investigating top-K (or nearest K) algorithms appropriate for the LOD domain. 1 Regarding services for end users, a next step is to device methods for clustering the set of similar entities. Finally, as in web searching, log analysis can be exploited for improving the computation of similarities at application layer. Moreover, we would like to note that as the number of sources increases, the need for ontology matching techniques (and lexical similarity functions) increases as well. In our application, and since we used two sources of information, we did not face this problem. In any case, the approach presented in this paper can be applied after applying entity matching approaches. A related issue is the management of the sameAs predicate. In brief, if two entities are related with such relationships, then they should be treated as equal by the similarity function. Another direction is to consider weighted triples, e.g. investigate a representation framework like Fuzzy RDF [28] , and investigate similarity functions for such KBs (an extension of the faceted browsing for such sources is described at [21] .
